
Average salary

$117,983
(2018 Salary Survey average salary: $122,021)

The functions our readers control 
or influence:

Say they are satisfied with their careers in the 
logistics profession 

90%
Say they would recommend the profession to a 
young person entering the job market

90%

Over the past three years,
has the number of 
functions you manage: 

Decreased 5%
Increased

62%

Stayed
the same

33%

In the past year, 
did your total annual
compensation:

Increase
70%

Stay
the same

26%

Decrease 4%

What supply chain
managers like most

about their jobs
“New challenges” 

“Autonomy”
“Not being tied to a desk”

“Every project is a puzzle to solve”
“Intellectually rewarding”

“The team in which I work”

What supply chain managers 
like most about their jobs

“Flexibility of work hours”

“Always dealing with a variety of new people and materials”

“Working with others behind the scenes bringing
different individuals into a high-functioning team”

“Fast-paced and unpredictable” 

Seniority and education reflected in pay scales

Pharmaceutical and healthcare $158,333
Consumer packaged goods $131,333
Automotive $126,421
Food and grocery $126,286
Electronic and electrical 
  equipment/components $126,000
Transportation services $125,445
Apparel and footwear $124,114
Transportation equipment $123,500
Wholesale/Retail $117,929
Chemicals and allied products $112,333
Other $105,839
Contract warehousing $103,500
Third-party logistics services $103,169
Paper and allied products $84,000
Printing, publishing, and allied 
  industries $61,000

C-suite leads the salary parade
Average salary by title:

Experience has its (financial) rewards
Average salary by experience (years worked in logistics-related positions):

Pharmaceutical and healthcare sector 
offers healthy wages
Average salary by industry sector:

Education pays off
Average salary by education:

Other than more money,
what would give supply

chain managers
more job satisfaction?

“Provide opportunity for learning”

“Hire qualified people”

“Distribute duties evenly 
among staff”

“Invest in updated equipment”

“Offer more flex time”

SOURCE: 2019 DC VELOCITY Salary Survey

Southeast shines brightest
Average salary by region:

Southeast  $147,720
  (VA, WV, NC, SC, GA, FL) 

West  $123,017
  (ID, MT, WY, NV, UT, CO, AZ, NM, WA, OR, CA) 

New England  $120,222
  (ME, NH, VT, MA, CT, RI) 

Midwest  $117,364
  (WI, MI, IL, IN, OH, ND, SD, MN, NE, IA) 

Middle Atlantic  $107,862
  (NY, NJ, PA, DE, DC, MD) 

South  $97,255
  (KS, MO, KY, TN, MS, AL, OK, AR, LA, TX) 

Canada  $82,333

What supply chain managers 
like least about their jobs

“Lack of planning and support from executive management”

“Tough finding good, young team members”

“Long hours, unforgiving customers”

“The stress of not meeting delivery times”

BY DIANE RAND

The workdays can be long and the customers demanding, but logistics and supply 
chain management is still a satisfying career, according to respondents to DC VELOCITY’s 
16th annual Salary Survey. Among other pros, they cite the constant variety of the 
work and the opportunity to be part of a class A team. Of the 142 supply chain 
managers who completed our questionnaire, 90 percent would recommend 
the profession to someone entering the job market.

Boomers command the highest wages
Average salary by age:

Warehouse and/or distribution center management 70%

Logistics management 69%

Transportation management 55%

Supply chain management 44%

Procurement/Purchasing 27%

Import/Export operations 26%

Fleet operations 26%

Other 6%

0–5 years  $90,529

6–10 years  $122,250

11–15 years  $82,865

16–20 years  $111,598

21–25 years  $111,617

More than 25 years  $141,807

Corporate officer (CEO, COO, etc.)  $264,000

President  $212,500

Vice president  $201,980

Director  $137,087

Manager  $91,616

Supervisor  $66,755

18–25 $79,000

26–35 $77,579

36–45 $99,381

46–55 $131,034

56–60 $111,317

61–65 $170,671

Over 65 $130,333

Ph.D.  $302,500
Master’s degree  $141,543
Bachelor’s degree  $123,271
CSCMP, APICS, or other  industry certification  $109,312
High school diploma  $81,977

Logistics careers are “driving satisfaction” D
C
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